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We can apply this semi period concept to forecast functions containing some kind of regularities. The 
procedure of this forecasting follows the algorithm in the next steps.  
















Step2& Step 3: estimate series with basic elements and series construction with basic elements  
After finding quasi-period out from LSG formula, basic elements could be constructed to apply for 
series of estimation series. Roughly speaking, the procedure that makes these basic elements is to divide  
The interval into subintervals in the length of the quasi period, and considering the sub functions 
Which are made, transferring all to the first interval, and then we get the average. 
After finding quasi-period and retrieving basic elements, we intend to construct series in the third step. 
In this step, a simple rule is used. This rule is governed by primitive idea that repetition phenomena 
can be known by only one repetition pattern of phenomena.  
Taking into account this primitive rule implies that series construction is possible with repetition of 
basic element. Therefore, new series is a series of basic elements sequential that repeated during at its 
interval. 
Mathematically, the result would be the using of basic element in order to produce an approximation of 
the original function. This is a pattern which by drawing it in all intervals we find out the first 
approximation of the function. 
 
 
As you will see, because of using quasi-period value for constructing basic element, our main goal to 
use series itself could be satisfied. An overview over of this method shows basic elements which are  
constructed according to above procedure can meet a wide range of criterion, as mentioned in previous 
description. 
Under such assumption, estimating functions with this basic element could be applied for more cases 
other than merely representing series in some order that Fourier and wavelet do. This could lead us to 
construct series out of given data, not only approximating functions, this means that we can use it as a 
forecasting technique. The power and weakness of this technique will be presented in the examples at the 
end of the paper. 
 
The mechanism of how basic elements arrange, makes new method for constructing series. For example 
applying weighting element according to position provides a new approach in constructing series. Also, in 
this section for constructing series a wide range of intelligent algorithms could be applied in order to 
determine weights of best fit. A number of these methods are applied in examples in that would be 
revealed in the following sections.  
Step4: The subject matter of a trend  
As usual, any natural series that have been designed in all prediction algorithms to forecast contain some 
trends. In particular, the time series can be considered as a composition of deterministic and 
nondeterministic components modulated through a trend. So, the nice distinction between such a trend 
and the other components can be discussed. 
Suppose the series constructed by considering daily revenue of a normal shop for a period of ten year. 
It can be seen that the shape of figure that such time series has is altering increasingly. There are some 
short term rises and falls in it but in general it is growing. This growth might be affected by inflation in 
prices. In this case, the rate of inflation is so wide that makes it difficult to estimate its underlying 
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behavior. Perhaps if there were some more data, e.g. 100 years, there had been a chance to predict the 
behavior of inflation, but as far as we are concerned we have no solution but model it by using a trend 
concept. 
Although there are a lot of traditional methods for de-trending, such as differentiating or taking a 
weighted moving average, we have simply demodulated the trend with polynomial functions, because it 
has more consistency with other parts of our method. In general our method is to do a regression with 
polynomials of degrees between 0 and max degree and then subtracting the values of the regression from 
the values of the series. The max degree is a definite value defined by the user, We set it here, on 10. 
Among the regressions with different polynomial degrees the most beneficial of it one must be selected. 
This selection is made based on validation set that has been explained in following sections in selection 
procedure.  
We also consider an innovative method to take the fractional degrees of polynomials into account. 
Suppose that a polynomial of degree m is the most perfect one.(f-m) and a polynomial of degree m+1is 
our choice for the polynomials of this degree.( f-m +1).It is reasonable to try to test some functions 
between polynomials of degree m to m+1, which they fit more convenient for the trend. We use the 
following equations to consider such functions between polynomials of degree m and m+1 in general. 
( ) ( ) ( )N iNmimi Nm xfxfxf −+= 1,  
By the above equation The interval of polynomials of degrees m and m+1 is divided into N functions 
and the ( )xf i Nm,  is the ith one. So we have N function here. In conclusion the most beneficial one among 
these functions on validation set can be considered as the best. 
Step5: Evaluation and selection 
In general our algorithm, at each iteration, extracts some information from the given data and reforms its 
model of the underlying process. This extracted information is in the form of a periodic series. As it was 
already mentioned there are some factors involved in estimating this periodic series. The examples of 
which are methods of approximating a period and the degree of polynomial used for de-trending. So, at 
each iteration, there are a lot of factors and above all a set of configurations and one should select the best 
one among them. 
In order to select the best configuration, we divided the given data into three sets. One set, the largest 
one, is called train set. The train set is the set which is, as we assume given completely. All parameter 
estimations such as the period of series must be done according to it and no other data should be given by 
outsourcing. 
The other set is called the test set, it is the one by which we test our algorithm in order to show its 
performance. This set must be considered as one that is not given. In machine learning, if a learning 
algorithm could have got some good results in this set, it had been a general and perfect algorithm. 
As it is proposed we should select some factors among the configurations. One may say that it is 
possible to select the best configuration by dealing their performance on test set and select the best one, 
but it is an unfair strategy, because the test set must be regarded as an undisclosed one until the end of 
algorithm and revealing data from it to select the best configuration is wrong. So another set may be 
needed to pick out the most satisfactory parameters. We use a set called validation set. 
Validation set is that which is not given, as assumed, through parameter estimation but is given only 
for model selection. So, we make a set from different configurations which are set through training phases 
of each iteration, and then select the best one through validation phase and repeat this procedure for next 
iterations. At the end of algorithm operation we can test the final model on test set to show its generality 
and performance. 
The performance out puts can be measured through different error functions like MSE, NMSE, MAE, 
MAPE, and SMAPE. We  use  SMAPE or Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error in our algorithm 
because it can be computed through equation #: 
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Where F is the actual values of the series and Y is the approximated one. 
The size of training and validation sets can also be varied and this change may provide a change in the 
performance of prediction. So, we have used different ratios of training and validation size. This ratio 
should also be adopted; therefore, it must be included in the selection procedure. In order to make a fair 
selection the different configurations must be evaluated in a common dedicated part of the validation sets. 
Thus, a configuration is the best if it has the best performance. 
The complete explanation of the algorithm 
In order to get a good vision of underlying logic by reviewing precedent sections, we tried to explain 
the algorithm in its developmental cycle. In this section the final algorithm is proposed. Although the 
algorithm is simple in general, it has complicated details, so it should not have been proposed directly. 
In general the algorithm is to detect a periodic behavior in data, model it and then do the same for the 
rest. In more details it does the following for each iteration: 
1- De-trending 
2- Find the period length (like-period) 
3- Create a series in a length of time (basic-element) 
4- Repeat the basic element in order to  estimate of this iteration 
5- Subtract the series of last step from the series of this iteration and construct the series of next 
iteration 
The algorithm may end with some stopping criteria like a maximum iteration, or meet a worse situation 
for some iteration. 
There are a lot of variations of algorithm to do so, various degrees for polynomials to detrend, different 
methods to find the period, some weighting methods to create the mean basic-element series, and some 
different validation and train sizes. To take these varieties into account the algorithm must be more 
complicated as detailed more in the following items: 
? In case stopping criteria is not met: 
? For various validation ratios: 
? Get the train part of the series and code it as f{i} 
? For different period finding methods: 
• For some weighting strategies to calculate mean series: 
♦ For different degrees of polynomials: 
? De-trend the f{i}. i.e. f{i}=f{i}-REG (regression series) 
? Find the like-period of f{i} 
? Calculate the mean basic-element series by using weighting method 
? G=Repeat the basic-element series (side by side) to make an estimate of f{i} 
? finalPredict = finalPredict + REG + G 
? calculate the validation error 
♦ select the best one of above and do the same for fractional polynomials near the best 
? select the best of above and do the same for other validation sizes 











Test period  Train NMSE  Train SMAPE  Test NMSE  Test SMAPE 
HD1  3HD    0.033823  1.6043  1.0436  8.0042 
HD  4HD    0.043507  1.4857  1.2919  9.0334 
HD  5HD    0.016168  0.45198  0.20144  3.351 
HD  6HD    0.020163  0.48124  0.3529  5.745 
HD  7HD    0.0060526  0.23152  0.30834  5.0753 
Gold  10Gold    0.021122  0.21009  4.2312  1.5508 






























Test period  Train NMSE  Train SMAPE  Test NMSE  Test SMAPE 
HOEP  9HOEP    0.1753  13.505  1.698  32.235 














Test period  Train NMSE  Train SMAPE  Test NMSE  Test SMAPE 





Throughout  this article  the major conclusion  is about comparing  this method with  some very  famous 
methods  like Fourier series and wavelets. As  it was mentioned before, this method provides a way to 
apply function itself instead of some prior known functions such as sine and cosine functions in Fourier 





give a satisfactory   approximation of a  function  in a compact  interval, but mathematically  there  is no 
proof  for  that,  on  the  contrary,  it  seems  in  the  concluded  process  of  “approximation method”  the 
residue didn’t tend to zero. 
In modifying this method, we could present an algorithm which satisfies the above theoretical purpose 
for approximation.   In fact,  if we add a condition  in the part of algorithm which  is specified to find the 
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trend  function  ,  which  based  on  that  we  choose  our  trend  function  such  that  it  gives  us  an 










[1] HD  AND  HOEP:  From  the  independent  Electricity  System Operator  (IESO)  THAT  IS  THE Ontario’s 
power system manager. http://www.ieso.ca/imoweb/marketdata.asp 
 
[2] The gold data is from Metatrader SoŌware, Alpari FOREX online trading service provider 
The software is available at:http://www.alpari.co.uk 
 
 
 
